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Work essentials …
Leather trousers and a men’s 

button-down.
9-5 must-have …

My red Miu Miu crossbody bag.
Opening night failsafes …

I love well-cut suits. My two go-tos are 
a forest green Joseph suit and a striped 
blue and grey Vivienne Westwood suit. 

I also love layering Japanese-inspired 
pieces such as silk kimonos.

When art influences style …
It’s not something I actively think about 
when getting dressed, but occasionally, 

I’ll notice a coalition or fusion of colours 
and styles that I drift towards during 

certain projects.
Can’t live without …

My mother’s vintage chokers.
Fashion heroes…

Yamamoto for its timelessness and 
minimalist statement pieces, and 

Vivienne Westwood for her conceptual 
and abstract cuts.

STYLEThe

T H E  C U R AT O R
With previous work experiences at the Museum 
of Modern Art and Sotheby’s, Roya Sachs shows 

us what reigns supreme in her wardrobe.

BAZAAR gets down with some of the art 
scene’s most exciting stars, and discovers what 

makes it into their wardrobes. 
By Amy Yasmine.

PICTURE
P E R F E C T

Essential pieces …
A ripped up T-shirt, black jeans,  
and Saint Laurent Chelsea boots.

Can’t live without …
My self-timer. 

Opening night must-haves …
A fabulous black dress à la Givenchy

 and the highest heel I can find.
Daily uniform …

If I’m not in the studio, I’m in my 
favourite Blk Dnm blazer, a pair of 

Mother high-waisted jeans, and 
nude Valentino rock studs.

Art and style … 
There is no separation for me—  

I studied fashion in college,  
and wound up in fine art, so I am  
always thinking about what role  

fashion plays in my art.
Ultimate style rule …

Be yourself and as Coco Chanel said, 
“Before you leave the house, look in the 

mirror and take one thing off.” 
Designer investments …

Saint Laurent because I love a woman 
in a suit; Givenchy because I love a 

good lace-up; and Tom Ford for Gucci 
because it was hot. 

When picking out an 
ensemble, I think …
Is it easy to get out of?

T H E  A R T I S T
From defacing a Louis Vuitton bag with 

acrylic to a bloodied self-portrait in the style 
of Helmut Newton, Andrea Mary Marshall 
pushes the boundaries of her imagination.

Parsons School of 
Design graduate-

turned-artist, Andrea 
Mary Marshall

Jacket, 
Balenciaga

Denim 
jeans, 
Mother

Heels, 
Valentino

Andrea 
at work in 
her studio

Self-portrait of her 
alter ego Gia Condo, 
inspired by Mona 
Lisa’s mystery

Roya Sachs mixes 
vintage elements with 
sleek, luxe pieces

Scarf, 
Gucci

Jacket, Vivienne 
Westwood

Sunglasses, Garrett 
Leight California Optical 
at MrPorter.com

Pairing cowboy boots with 
a floral Western shirt


